
The paper “Sea level Rise in Europe: impacts and consequences” aims at providing an overview of 
the main type of impacts of SLR on the coast at the European scale. Three main processes are 
considered, i.e. flooding, erosion and saltwater intrusion, all having widespread impacts at the 
coast, also depending on the local se@ng. So it is not easy to have an overview at the conAnental 
scale. Moreover, the three processes are frequently overlapping, and this is addressed in the paper 
(such as in secAon 5.6). However, some repeAAon among chapters is present (see comments 
below) and might be avoided.  
I indicate below, for each secAon, some comments. AddiAonal minor suggesAons are listed at the 
end of this document. Overall, I suggest minor revision. 
 
Specific comments 
 
The paper frequently refers to IPCC report and previous literature; in some cases, I found reported 
data not suitable to the case. This is the case of sec$on 2, lines 129-130: “(…) it is suggested that 
by 2100 coastal retreat could reach approximately 100 m for a 4°C temperature increase”. This 
overall esAmate is not appropriate, since coastal retreat largely depends on coastal slope and 
beach morphology (without considering sediment supply but “pure” SLR) so it should not be 
indicated as a constant value for any degree of global warming. 
 
Again in secAon 2, at line 131 the possible threat to UNESCO World Heritage Sites is menAoned but 
no references are provided. A couple of papers dealing with WHS at risk for coastal flooding and 
SLR are, in case:  
Reimann et al., 2018. Mediterranean UNESCO World Heritage at risk from coastal flooding and erosion due to sea-level 
rise. Nat Commun 9, 4161. h8ps://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-06645-9  
Romagnoli et al. 2022. Coastal Erosion and Flooding Threaten Low-Lying Coastal Tracts at Lipari (Aeolian Islands, Italy). 
Remote Sens.14(13), 2960; h8ps://doi.org/10.3390/rs14132960 
 
In sec$on 3 the common approach applied for the analysis, namely the SPRC framework, is 
introduced. I expected a longer secAon than the present one (that is just 7 rows), ciAng other 
examples of coastal studies where this approach has been successfully applied, such as (for 
instance): 
Villatoro et al. 2014. An approach to assess flooding and erosion risk for open beaches in a changing climate, Coastal 
Engineering, 87, 50-76, h8ps://doi.org/10.1016/j.coastaleng.2013.11.009. 
Also, the citaAon of “tradiAonal exposure vulnerability approach” might be supported by some 
references. 
In Figure 2, the sketch of should also report the term “Consequences” to be complete, otherwise 
delete it from the capAon (as it is in figures 3, 7, 10). 
 
Sec$on 4 on coastal flooding is probably the more complete. I give below just some 
comments/suggesAon. 
In “4.1 Source”, among interannual SL variability (lines 185-187) it might be also cited the role of 
oceanographic processes at the basin/sub-basin scale. For the Mediterranean, these are recent 
references: 
Menna et al., 2022. ClimaKc, Decadal and Interannual variability in the Upper Layer of the Mediterranean Sea Using 
Remotely Sensed and In-Situ Data. Remote Sens. 2022, 14(6), 1322; h8ps://doi.org/10.3390/rs14061322. 
Meli, M. et al. 2023. Sea-level trend variability in the Mediterranean during the 1993–2019 period. FronSers in Marine 
Science, 10:1150488. h8ps://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2023.1150488 
 
Some esAmates referred to the text are not easily checked from figures. For instance: 



-at lines 288-290 it is menAoned “the probability of compound flooding (….) is projected to robustly 
increase by the end of the 21th century”. Based on figure 4b I understand that this larger probability 
increase is represented by D T of 40-80 % (orange to red colors), is it correct? It might be useful to 
quanAfy also in the text to help readers. 
 
In SubsecAon 4.4, at lines 383-385 some esAmates are given in the text for the increase in flooded 
area due to events with different recurrence Ames. I found not easy to compare these values with 
figure 6.  
 
SubsecAon 4.5 on “iniAaAve to develop flood-related climate services in Europe” is useful. Dealing 
with AdaptaAon, possible overlaps with related chapter of the Assessment Report might be 
checked and, in case, cross-reference is suggested.  
 
Sec$on 5 on coastal erosion from my point of view needs some clarificaAon and possible 
reorganizaAon due to some repeAAon.  
The secAon mostly deals with processes affecAng low-lying costs, i.e. the most threatened by SLR. 
A cliffed coast is instead represented in figure 7 (although erosion processes and impacts of SLR on 
this type of coast are not really accounted in the paper). I noted this discrepancy also in the 
Abstract (lines 28-29) where cliff failure is menAoned for coastal erosion - I suggest to simplify that 
sentence in "Coastal erosion leads also to damage and....(…)” and avoid menAoning cliffs. 
Also, the concept of “negaAve coastal balance=erosion” given in “5.2 - Pathway for erosion” (line 
500) is, in principle, correct for beaches. In cliffed costs, erosion and shoreline retreat are directly 
related to the balance between assailing force of waves and resisAng force of the cliff material, 
when the former exceeds the laler. That is another reason to clarify with type of coasts the 
chapter is focusing on. 
On the other side, at line 511, where it is menAoned “(….) factors that affect the erodibility of the 
beach” it might be added “and the cliff”. 
 
A definiAon of coastal erosion is provided at line 459, in subsecAon 5.1. Other definiAons might be 
confusing or not univocal, such as the above cited (at line 500) that “coastal erosion takes place 
when the sediment budget of a given area becomes negaKve”, for the reasons explained above. I 
suggest deleAng this sentence since it only reflects part of the process, whose complexity is beler 
explained in the text just below (lines 500-511). Another definiAon is given at line 514, in 
“Receptor and consequences of erosion” (“Coastal erosion is the process by which the land is worn 
away and is submerged in water”); this might be misleading. Submergence is also due to episodic 
flooding, not necessarily to coastal erosion. A further definiAon at lines 578-579 (“Erosion is a 
physical phenomenon where sand is removed from the shoreface and deposited elsewhere, usually 
offshore”) is also misleading because sediment transport and deposiAon are parts of cyclic 
processes modelling the emerged and submerged beach and should not be confused with 
(permanent) sediment loss that leads to erosion. 
 
Among factors indicated as drivers of coastal erosion in subsecAons 5.1 and 5.2, some concepts 
and terms might be more precise and inclusive, trying at the same Ame to avoid repeAAons.  
For instance, instead than “terrestrial sediment supply” (line 471) the indicaAon of "sedimentary 
balance of the coastal stretch" would be beler used, because it includes also marine sediment 
supply, not only terrestrial one.  



Factors influencing the sedimentary balance at the coast, both natural (climaAc) and 
anthropogenic, should encompass a view to river catchment basins. This link should be beler 
evidenced in a source-to-sink approach. An example of this is provided by references below:  
Meli and Romagnoli, 2022. Evidence and implicaKons of hydrological and climaKc change in the Reno and Lamone river 
basins over the last century and in related coastal area, Emilia-Romagna, Northern Italy. Water, 14, 20650, doi: 
10.3390/w14172650 
 
Other natural factors with possible negaAve effects on the coastal budget are the occurrence of 
canyons' heads in the nearshore, that can subtract sediment from longshore drin. This potenAal 
effect could be menAoned, since this process is more frequent than commonly considered. 
Among “human” factors (cited at line 507) it might be also menAoned the reducAon of natural 
defence capability of the beach (its own resilience) due to alteraAon of natural coastal dynamics, 
and the sAffening of the coast caused by the construcAon of "hard" protecAon structures. 
To conclude, subsecAons 5.1 and 5.2 are parAally overlapping. The Authors might consider if there 
a way to avoid this.  
 
Among the coastal monitoring programs menAoned in subsecAon 5.3 it might be included the 
long-term, regular monitoring carried out since the 1983 on the Emilia-Romagna coast (regional 
scale) on the emerged and submerged beach and on the shoreline (see public reports, 
hlps://www.arpae.it/it/temi-ambientali/mare, and adopted indicators on coastal erosion, 
hlps://webbook.arpae.it/erosione-cosAera/index.html). 
In Table 1 -Summary of the methods for monitoring, for what regards Drones, it might be added 
something like: “Marine drones such autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) are usefully applied for 
monitoring the nearshore in shallow water and for tesKng the effects of miKgaKon strategies 
against erosion” 
Ref: Stanghellini et al., 2022; h8ps://doi.org/10.3390/rs14225901 
 
In subsecAon 5.4 “Historical shoreline change” it should be menAoned that many coastal areas are 
arAficially stabilized, otherwise esAmate given for erosion in Europe should be much worser. 
 
In subsecAon 5.5 “Future shoreline change due to SLR” (I suggest adding this specific to the Atle), 
in the sentence regarding Mediterranean beaches (lines 557-558), I do not understand how the 
beach narrowness should depend on slope. Coarse-grained beach with higher slope may be 
narrow (but they are less vulnerable to SLR), while low-gradient, sandy beaches may be narrow or 
large for different reasons... and will be more exposed to SLR to due to their reduced height. 
Furthermore, I quesAon the projecAons reporAng shoreline retreat (at lines 561-562): it should be 
specified (also in the capAon of figure 9) that these esAmates only represent effects due to SRL 
(according to a “bathtub approach” with respect to terrain model, I suppose), but they do not take 
into account the coastal morpho-dynamic evoluAon neither sedimentary budget, as it would be 
requested for esAmaAng shoreline retreat due to erosion. These further aspects are well 
addressed in subsecAon 5.6, but not clarified here. 
 
Sec$on 6 on saltwater intrusion follows the same organizaAon of previous secAons (SPRC 
framework) and provides also some indicaAons on possible adaptaAon measures. Very minor 
correcAons to text and figures are indicated below. 
 
Sec$on 7: it is not clear to me the reason for this secAon dealing with impacts of SLR on specific 
environments (estuaries) and ecosystems. The impacts include all the three previously considered 



(flooding, erosion, saltwater intrusion) so it cannot be easily moved into one of the previous 
secAons as it is. However, I found it disconnected to the rest of the paper.  
The last paragraph (lines 793-796) is instead more general and partly overlaps with other secAons 
of the chapter, also repeaAng some previous concepts; consider moving it or deleAng it. 
 
  
Minor comments and technical correcAons: 
 
-lines 56, 97: check parenthesis (too many open) 
-lines 113-114 there is a repeAAon of what already reported at lines 107-108. 
-line 298 in the sentence “(…) can also erode riverbanks and cause landslides, leading to further 
flooding” the Author would probably mean the "breaking of the embankments/levees".  This 
would be more correct than a general term "landslides". 
-line 323: you could rewrite as “(….) and stabilizaKon of beaches and dunes” 
-line 330-331: “(….) a conKnued decline in the extent of natural systems (…)”, this reducAon in the 
extent can be very well expressed with the concept of "coastal squeeze". 
-line 467: I would delete citaAon "Romagnoli et al., 2022" from here (it is also menAoned just 
below as local-scale study). 
-line 647: in the capAon of Fig. 11 it might be specified “(b) current situaKon, with effects due to 
climate change and human acKviKes”. Note that in the sketch c) the word “subsidence” should be 
corrected. 
-line 693: “(…) such as due to subsidence” would sound beler. 
-Figure 13: this figure might be more extensively explained, it is very crypAc. SAR seems not 
menAoned in the text but only in the figure capAon. 
-line 755: a parenthesis is lacking at the end of the sentence “(Figure 14)”. 
-Figure 14: correct in the capAon “upconing”, it is the scienAfic term for the process indicated in 
figure. 
-line 774: delete “other” from “On the one hand”. 
 
 
 
 
 
Claudia Romagnoli, 31/01/2024 


